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As spring break approaches, 
the controversial SGA elections. 
for the offices of president, vice 
president, and attorney general 
finally appear to be settled. This 
is because on Monday, March 2, 
SGA Elections Director Dean 
Toppi brought before the stu-
dent court a request to have the 
election of February 17 and 18 
declared invalid. In a decision 
announced on Tuesday, Feb. 3, 
the court decided by a five to two 
margin to declare the election 
invalid. 
According to the majority 
opinion, "the testimony of Dean 
Toppi, Elections Director, that 
there was a seven percent incon-
sistency gives the court the evi-
dence needed ... " to declare the 
court· ru e that acting President 
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Karna J. Galvin 
On Wednesday and Thursday 
of last week,MASSPIRG had a 
canned food drive. There was a 
table outside the school book-
store, in the ARCC. Information 
on hunger, as well· as the differ-
. ent events MASSPIRG is plan-
ning was also available. The cans 
gathered during the drive w~re 
donated to a local soup kitchen 
in Brockton. 
This is the first of several 
events f\1ASSPIRG will be run-
ning befqre National Cleanup 
Day on April I Ith. Their goal is 
to raise $400 for the hungry. 
. Fifty percent of the funds raised 
will go to the National Student 
Campaign Against Hunger and 
USA for Africa/ Hands Across 
America. The other 50% of the 
money raised will go to local 
hunger organizations. In the 




Commuter blues and February blahs 
Poor conditions in Lower G.reat -Hill lot.cause trouble 
By 
Patrick G. Morin III 
On Monday, March 2, 
President Gerard Indelicato 
and his wife Paula returned 
from Taipei, Taiwan, where 
they were the official guests 
of the government of Tai-
wan. The trip focused on 
meeting . with members of 
Taiwan's educational com-
munity in order to arrange a 
joint cultural..;educdtional 
exchange between, Bridge-
water State College . and 
Taiwan. 
In Taipei, President Inde-
licato visited six educational 
institutions, two museums, 
and met with. various 
members of the social and 
cultu1'al community. 
Among those he met were a 
past BSC alumnus as well as· 
the Vice Millister of Educa-
tion, Dr. Chen." 
During his journey, the. 
President was able to work 
out agreements which will 
enable BSC students t() 
travel to Taipei as guests of 
their government. Under 
this arrangement students 
could travel to Taipei for 
By 
Paula Satinoff 
This past "winter, students 
commuting to BSC have had 
problems attempting to enter, 
exit and simply drive in the 
Lower Great Hill parking lot. A 
number of students and BSC 
administrators sp~ke about 
parking access, space, and light-
ing, snow removal, the condition 
of the path leading. to the. rail-
road tracks (use of which is tre s-. 
passing on railroad property), 
and the footbridge. 
. Most commuters agreed that 
the footbridge over the. tracks is 
the only safe way ta cross the 
tracks; however, with one excep-
tion, not one student interviewed 
. had ever used it, or ever intended 
to .. Tim O'Toole explained, "I 
tried it once my first day_ here. 
That was the fi.rst and the last 
time.·Ifthere was·a train, l'djust 
wait for it to go by." 
Opinions on the adequacy of 
space in the lot varied, as did 
student~' views, on whether or 
not the lighting is sufficient at 
night. Every female student 
interviewed, however~ felt that 
the , lighting was not go()d 
enough, especially at the cross- · 
ing point by the tracks. Ope $tlt-
dent, said that although the 
looked at it very carefully. There 
are places an intruder could hide 
up there at night and never be 
s~en until it was too late. For 
that reason alone, rd never use 
the bridge.,, 
Apother c·omplaint was snow 
removal and ice buildup. Two 
students related stories of how, 
unwilling to take their chances 
walking ·across the icy lot, they·. 
had tried parking elsewhere in · 
town. One met with a parking 
ticket; the other's car was towed 
away at a cost of $30. 
Avril Levesque, who com-
mutes from the Middleborough 
area, commented; "The entire 
· parking lot was total ice. I fell, 
and saw others fall also. There is 
ice and mud on either side of the 
tracks .. ~it's a total mess. I can't 
. stand it!" · 
Stephen 0 'Brien fel_tthat there 
is enough parking space and ade .. 
quate lighting, but that the walk-
way across the tracks should be 
. improved. 
Curtis Landsburger, a resi-
dent of East Wareham, felt that 
the main drawback to the com .. 
muter lot is access. "If you get 
there early enough, there's space. 
Students just don 1 want to park 
at· the far end and walk a ways. 
· The real ·problem is getting into 
and out of the lot. I've sat for 20 
minutes in traffic. One way in 
. and out for all those students is 
ridiculous."' 
Chief -Fortunat9 · Oracat ·head 
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Student government 
• Cont. from p. 1 
Margaret Hayes should appoint 
students to the offices of vice 
president and attorney general, 
subject to a 2/ 3 majority vote of 
the Senate. 
Hayes did exactly that on 
Tuesday evening, recommend-
ing that Lisa Veilleux be 
appointed vice president and 
Jacqueline Gravel be appointed 
attorney general. Veilleux and 
Gravel had won those respective 
seats , easily in the elections of 
Feb. 17 and 18. The Senate 
approved both, thus filling those 
positions. . 
The election for president was 
held again on the dates of M~rch 
4 and 5. The ballot included only 
the name of Dilip DeSilva. 
Daniel Darcy reque~ted that his 
name be withdrawn from the 
ballot. The Elections Committee 
agreed to this request, and 
DeSilva ran unopposed. 
DeSilva captured 182 of the 
219 votes cast. Darcy placed 
second with 21 write-in votes 
and SGA Senator Edmund 
Ward finished third with 6. 
DeSilva was sworn in as the new 
SGA president by Student Court 
Chief Justice· Christopher.Clark 




• Cont. from p. f 
year they would like to run the 
same event, but double last 
year's amount. This April 11th, 
they are asking for ct,bout 50· 
volunteers as well as sponsors 
for these volunteers help the. 
organization. 
Anyone interested should! 
drop by the MASSPIRG office 
(or leave a note on the office 
door), which is located in the· 
ARCC basement across from 
the Ratt. 
.President retums from Far East 
ii Cont. from p. 1' 
guests of their government. 
Under this arrangement students 
could travel to Taipei for four-
week long tours of cultural and 
social centers. 
In return, BSC would be wel-
coming faculty and students to 
the college for one year periods. 
While here, the visitors will be 
rnumty and 1ts cultural diversity. 
The uniqueness of the program 
can be attributed to the fact that 
BSC is the first New England 
college or university to initiate 
an exchange with Taiwan on this 
level. · 
As a . part of. this. program, 
BSC · students will• be able to 
experience the culture of this 
ancient land · 011 a first-hand 
basis. President Indelicato 
pointed out that the " .. .level of 
artistry is very creative. Students 
· at the National Opera are taught 
lessons six days a week for ten 
years in order to become perfec-
tionists. A chance to visit this 
culture would indeed be a privi-
lege for anyone." 
Perha s more im ortant th n 
BSC from Taipei will bring their 
cultural diversity to us. BSC 
Director of Public Affairs, 
David Wilson, feels " ... that the 
community at BSC will become 
a more open college than it is 
now as these.peopleinteract with 
our college's environ.ment. ». 
The on-going work is being 
done by all levels of faculty and 
students to ensure that the col-
lege remains as open to cultural 
diversity as possible. President 
Indelicato feels that " ... college is 
a . place where diverse opinions 
can be shared in a non-
threatening environment. Pro-
grams such as this and last 
month's Civil Rights forum, our 
Choral Societ 
' 
ment often Martin Luther King 
Day Scholarships for minority 
students will go far in advancing 
this notion." 
A series of seminars as well as 
. ·a paper highlighting the trip will 
be. made public soon after spring 
break; in it the President will 
present the plans and details of 
his trip to Taipei. 
[J SGA Notebook 
By motion but failed to con-
Edmund Ward vince the General Assembly 
Clerk of the General to support the group. 
Assembly In other business, $250 
was allocated to the student 
Tuesday, March 10,1987 group Knowledge, Interest, 
The General Assembly 
meeting began at 6:05 p.m. 
with Dilip DeSilva 's first 
executive report before the 
essembly since he was offi-
cially sworn into the office 
of president of the SGA last 
week. Desilva pointed out a 
great need for reforms w~hin 
the SGA constitution as well 
as in the attitude of the SGA 
membership itself. In clos-
ing, DeSilva called for a 
break. with the past and the 
beginning ofa new future of 
cooperation and profession-
alism with the Bridgewater 
State SGA. 
Motions 97-99, which 
concered the establishment 
of three new committees, 
passed. These motions, 
sponsored and submitted by 
Chairman F. Scott Longo, 
formally established the new 
Ways and Means Post-
A udi t Committee, the 
Rules/ Constitutional Revi-
sion Committee, and the 
With the failure of 
Motion 100 (by a 7-6-4 
vote), the State Student 
Association of Mas$achu-
setts (SSAM) will not 
receive funding from BSC 
again this year. SGA Vice-
president Lisa Veilleux, who 
is the official representative 
to SSAM from Bridgewater, 
strongly supported the 
Creativity, .Kinetics (KICK) 
to fund a planned spirit 
event designed to deal with 
student apathy on campus. 
The Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation 
department recieved $200 
from the speaker fund for a 
lecture on sports nutrition. 
Two hundred fifty~hree 
dollars was given to ."A · 
World of Difference," a pro-
ject designed to deal with the 
issue of predjudice on cam-
pus and around the world. 
Motion 104, which would 
have allocated $200 to the 
Women's Center travel 
fund, was defeated (8-3-6) 
after a lengthy debate. The 
money would have been 
used for a student trip to 
Washington, DC to partici~ 
pate in the "Mobilization for 
Justice and Peace in Central 
America apd Southern 
Africa Marcl't, "to be held on 
April 5. 
Motions l 05 and 106 
appointed Tom Lyons as 
. · ....... a• 
Darcy an "P.fi r;....<i.t~~n ~" 
the two lay people of the 
Executive Board, and Dave 
Palombo as BSC...;._SGA 
SSAM alternate. 






Snow, darkness and footbridge concern students 
• Cont. from p. 1 f 
of Campus Police, felt that the 
path across the tracks "is · defi-
nitely a dangerous. situation." 
The college, he· said, recieves 
~onstant complaints from the 
railroad. Students crossing the 
tracks slow down rail traffic. The 
majority of BSC students are 
commuters; out of these, there 
are probably. a . few that are 
hearing-impaired. While freight 
trains are slow and noisy, thus 
making them easy to detect, pas-
senger trains move quickly anq 
are hard to 'bear. With the 
number of students crossing the 
tracks, itis "only a matter of time 
before something happens. Stu-
dents are playing a game of Rus-
sian Roulette here." 
"Thefootbridge is not practi-
cal," Graca continued, "but it is 
safe. However, the only way to 
get the· students to use it· would 
be a steel fence reinforced with 
railroad , ties; but the ·railroad 
company would have t9 erect it, 
as the area is on their--property. 
Every time a chain-link fence has 
been put up, once. security has 
left the. area, I don't think the 
fenc,~ has lasted one hour before 
studehts tore it down." 
Graca felt that the path on 
either side of the tra~ks is not 
acceptable in its present state. 
Howevert the college has done 
what it could to eliminate walk-
ing across the . tracks-a· bridge 
was built, students don't use it, 
according to Graca;the commu-
ter bus serving ·that end of the 
campus is not taken advantage 
of by the students w~o use .the 
lot. 
·Regarding the question· of 
lighting in the lot, Chief Graca 
explained that a report had been 
done on the subject. As a result, 
the lot has been extended· from 
last year,· anq.·a contractor was 
hired to install additional light-
ing. The poles are in place but 
there has been a delay in getting 
the actual lights up. Campus 
Police has a maximum of two 
cars on duty at night. "The ideal 
would be to.have a car patrolling 
that area at every class break," 
said Graca. ";Right now, we try 
to be there for the 7:00 p.m. and 
10:00 p.m. class breaks. Our big-
gest concern is the lower lot. At 
night, kids from town race in 
that area, and use the far end to 
do drugs. If one <?f the· security · 
cars is called· away, that leaves 
one car with the whole perimeter 
to .cover." 
As to the adequacy of parking 
space, Chief Graca said that the 
new administration's changes in· 
class schedule and the extended 
lot have helped the situation 
greatly. The only time there isn't 
enough spac·e ·is Monday, 
Wedensday, and Friday for the 
11:00 classes. At thattime, there 
are so many cars that the foot-
ball field must be used, and the 
camp1:1s buses can't cover that 
area frequently enough, he said. 
There are no sidewalks, and 
using the field is a real problem . 
when it ,snows, he continued. 
Chief G.raca urged all who 
drive to BSC-students, · faculty, 
and staff-to review the college 
handbook, which has many clear 
guidelines about parking that 
ccan help people avoid getting 
parking violations. · 
Graca expfained that the cam-
-pus police department is open to 
any suggestions, whether on 
parking or general matters, and 
stressed that he is always availa-
ble to answer questions. 
Timothy Millerick, of the Stu-
dent Services office, is in charge 
of S.C.0.P.E. Among other 
things, S.C.O.P.E. (Services for 
Commuter/ off campus, Older 
than average, and Physically 
challenged students to Enhance 
education) deals with matters 
relating to commuter students. 
Millerick felt that the college 
seems to be handling the !"ailroad 
crossing area adequately. "The 
bridge is there, it's up to students 
to use it. There have been numer-
ous attempts to fence off the 
area,-it's always been ripped 
down."The · S.C.O.P .E. office 
d()es n:ot get much feedback 
from students.on the actual con-
dition · of the path on the 
crossing." · 
A much bigger issue for Mil-
lerick is the commuter lot itself., 
access and space: Stressing that · 
· "we're thinking about · whafs 
best for our . commuters," he 
explained. that sh9rt- and lpng-
term solutions are in the works. 
"Second access is a big need, and 
we've been looking for the best 
. solution . possible." He emphas-
ized the need for students to 
cooperate in using the lot, to fol-
low parking directions, not take 
up extra space, and avoid tow 
zones. 
As far as lighting in .the lot is 
concerned, Millerick said· that 
the lights have li\rrived; installa-
tion was delayed. because of the 
bad weather, ·but "they should be 
in place soon." 
Millerick was able to outline 
two short-term projects which 
should greatly help the situation. 
Based on information from 
Executive Vice-president 
Edward Meaney's office, Miller-
ick ·explained that a se~ond 
access to -the commuter lot has 
been proposed near Suinmer 
Street, where the observatory 
now is. fo addition, final plans 
. are in progress for an MBT A 
Commuter Rail stop on campus. 
A propose.d platform stop or 
safe crossing··\Vm be put in place 
where the footpath now is. The 
time .. frame. is within one to two 
years; . in the meantime, as soon 
as they become available, the 
, proposed drawings will be open 
for public forum. 
Millerick said that his door is 
open to all who may have ques-




The Student Government elections are finally over. 
Nearly two months have passed since the president, vice 
president, and attorney general resigned their posts and 
the quest to fill those positions began. Ouring that time, 
there has been much controversy, some name-calling, 
and a lot of finger-pointing over those elections. 
Out of all that has: come a chance for the SGA to begin 
to overcome the stagnation that has set in over the last 
few years. With three of the top offices in the SGA 
having just changed hands, and those and many other 
seats to be filled in the next election in April, there is a 
chance to infuse some new blood into this body. It's not 
merely the possibility of some new faces that is exciting, 
but the hope that, along with these new faces will come 
new ideas. 
The SGA exists for three basic reasons: to be the 
instrument by which some organizations are funded; to 
give students involved in it a chance to see what govern-. 
ment is all about; and to legally represent the students of 
the school. Unfortunately, it appears that the SGA has 
been far too successful in the second of these aspects of 
late, and not successful enough in the last. 
Let's hope that they take the opportunity being pro-
vided and reverse that trend in the near future. 
Tassinasi was way off 
To the Editor: 
Who is David Tassinasi? This 
is a question that has been asked 
around the Bridgewater SGA. I 
have been a Student Govern-
overturned the veto of said 
budget. (I don't remember how 
Senator David voted, perhaps he 
missed that day or year). 
Another point is his warped 
perception of the SGA budget. 
6 .. 
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Who's at fa ult? ECAC 
By 
F. Scott Longo 
The events of the last few 
weeks that have led to the dis-
qualification of the Lady Bears 
from the NCAA Tournament~ 
their record being overturned 
from 22-3 to 2-23, and the 
schoors integrity being put on 
the line, have certainly been 
unclear. 
Now that the case is being 
reviewed by the NCAA the only 
thing that is clear is that the 
ECAC rushed to overturn their 
original decision just in time to 
cheat the Lady Bears out of a 
tournement bid. Lets take a look 
at how the ECAC messed up. 
First of all, ask yourself this: 
How can BSC be at fault for not 
giving the ECAC enough infor-
mation to make adecision? They 
sent the case to the · ECAC 
because they themselves could 
not decide. How can a person or 
institution be responsible for 
information they did not have? 
The ECAC is one hundred per-
cent at fault because they failed 
to go to Northern Essex Com-
munity College and ask the sim-
ple question "Did you have a 
varsity women's team in 1983 
and did Fran Leeman partici-
pate in the varsity program?" 
This would have been a tough 
the term "varsity" is loosely 
defined by the NCAA. So 
loosely, in fact, that all a school 
would have to do for players to 
lose their eligibility is say that a 
sport was a varsity sport. In fact, 
NECC was not recognized by the 
NCAA, the ECAC, or the 
NJCAA (National Junior Col-
lege Athletic Association). It is 
uncertain what league or govern-
ing body NECC was ·affiliated 
with at the time Leeman was a 
player. So NECC did not have to 
follow the guidelines of the 
NCAA; the only rules they had 
to follow were self-imposed, by 
the school. 
Now ask yourself did NECC 
have to follow the rules that 
Bridgewater is being victimized 
'by? No! 
So it's not very surprising that 
Bridgewater Athletic director Bo 
Ruggiero sent to the ECAC for a 
clarification on this issue, which 
leads me· to my original point: 
How can you blame Bridgewater 
for not keeping Fran Leeman off 
the court after they received the 
go-ahead from the ECAC? 
And while we're on the sub-
ject, the ECAC is being very sub-
jective. If a player on a winless, 
0-24 team, was playing in her 
fifth year would it be brought 
up? To be perfectly frank, 
nobody would care. 
dcf eated on the basketball court· 
to complain to the ECAC before 
anyone can be ruled ineligible. 
The ECAC should be accounta-
ble for their original decision. 
It is absolutely not fair to tell a 
team ef women who have put 
their hearts and souls into a sea-
·son, have beaten a Salem State 
Vikings team for the MASCAC 
ichampionshipt and were gearing 
,up for post-season play that they 
are nqw 2-24. Without Fran Lee-
man all season they would have 
been better than 2-24. Without 
Larry Bird the Celtics would still 
make the playoffs, and Houston 
has been playing even better of 
late without Ralph Sampson. 
The Lady Bears would still have 
been fighting for the MASCAC 
championship. 
The fact that it will take the 
NCAA at least three weeks to 
make a decision proves that 
Bridgewater State was not at 
fault. The Lady Bears might lose 
their record but things are going 
to change around the ECA C. 
Look for them to define the 
word varsity and how it effects 
eligibility. 
Even if the decision is not 
overturned, those of us who saw 
the Lady Bears beat Salem, and 
twenty-one other teams, know 
who won that title, and neither 
the ECAC nor the NCAA can 
orse mysterious "senator" even if I 
bumped into him. I don't mind 
reading the pros and cons writ-
ten by the students in the Com- · 
ment. In fact, I cherish them. I 
learn what the gripes are and try 
to see what can be done to 
change the problems. I also try 
to keep myself available to the 
students to listen to them. 
Right;,. Th~ ~orrecf: figure 'in doJ'..'. ·•. 
lars is $203,900.00. $39,000.00 
automatically goes to different 
, To the Editor: projects from the Day Care Cen- BOTH sides of a story. You failed to do this. It is through this 
exchange ofinformation that the 
student body becomes informed. 
And it doesn't take much to see 
that well informed voters: will 
turn out and make their opinions 
known. Instead, the Comment 
chose to use its pages as a vehicle 
for ex-President Beaton to 
endorse, in an indirect manner, 
his successor. This is not an 
attack on Messrs. Beaton.~ 
DeSilva, or Darcy, but some 
interesting problems have been 
raised through this whole pro-
cess. 
"Popularity Contests.,. The han-
dling of the election by the Com-
ment does little to refute this 
notion. The Comment should 
strive to get the student body 
interested and active in SGA 
elections. Perhaps. in future 
elections the Comment would do 
well to sponsor a debate that we, 
the Students of Bridgewater 
State, could judge for ourselves 
the worth and merit of a particu-
lar candidate. On this way we 
can be assured of electing a can-
didate that is best qualified, not 
ter to free legal advisement for 
students. Also, $3,445.00 goes 
right to scholarships for stu-
dents. So, 'Senator' David Tassi-
nasi, you asked, I told. If you're 
going to gripe about us being 
''amateurs" help us be more 
"professional." If not, I suggest 
that we both take a deep look 
into ourselves and figure out 
who the amateur really is. 
As of the writing of this letter, 
the SGA presidential election 
has not been decided. Pending a 
recount of the votes, the seat of 
President remains vacant. I 
would like to take this opportun-
ity to look back at the much 
maligned February 12 edition of 
. the Comment. This is not an 
attempt to 'beat a dead horse,' 
'rather we should take it as a way 
to properly bury our 'horse' and 
The Senate has made mis-
takes. No one in this office 
would say different. But the 
attempted elimination of the 
Women's Center budget'? If I 
remember correctly, the Senate Senator E. Edward Miller put it to rest. 
------------------------,,. lthink it is clear that the Com.- best known. -
The Comment 
]Jusi~ess Manager 
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ment exercised bias in its treat-
ment of the candidates. The 
Comment has the duty to report 
For too long elections such as 
these have been criticized as 
Timothy Richard 
Class of '88 
In response to Larry 
Richardson-the first of many 
To the Editor: 
In response to last week's arti-
cle "Not what we used to be," I 
think that Mr. Richardson 
should be awakened to the real-
ity of what really, really goes on 
here at BSC. Being a resident 
student here for the past four 
years, I believe that I am very 
well aware of the events that you 
. discussed in your article. 
Mr. Richardson, the problem 
here seems to be that you were 
indeed "sleeping" when you 
recieved this information which 
you obviously believe to be fact. 
For instance: 4'father Joe myste-
riously disappearing from the 
Catholic Center" - if this were 
true, I think that the Campus 
Police would have done some-
thing by now! As for the people 
. in sororities and fraternities 
being 44clone-oids"; well, I'm 
sorry Mr. Richardson, but that 
word doesn't seem to be in the 
dictionary that I purchased in 
the bookstore. You also stated 
that students are being forced to 
wear suits and dresseH to please 
the President at dinner. I have 
attended BSC for four years and 
I don't think that we have ever 
been "forced" to do anything 
here. This is a. college, not the 
military. The students are just 
showing respect and etiquette -
pretty crazy ... huh? As. for BSC 
turning preppy, well Mr. 
Richardson, you got a chuckle 
out of me. If you consider a base-
ball hat, sweat pants, and Ree-
boks to be preppy - feel free. 
In conclusion. I know that the 
by-gone days here at BSC have 
not been perfect, but you may 
now wipe the disbelief from your 
eyes, bt.'Cause most, if not all, of 
what. you wrote in your article is 
pure fiction!!! 
Sincerely yours •. 
Sharon Guilmet 
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The Richardson retorts 
Greeks hardly clones 
To the Editor: 
Last week The Comment pub-
lished an extremely misguided 
and completely unsubstantiated 
letter from one misinformed 
Larry Richardson. To the best of 
my knowledge, Mr. Richardson 
has not attended this school for 
at least three year&. Yet he feels 
himself qualified to pass judge-
ment on the activities and atti-
tudes of the students who now 
attend Bridgewater State Col-
lege. His perceptions of this col-
lege are so distorted that for 
most of us the letter needs no· 
rebuttal; it can be dismissed for 
what it is: absurd. However, my· 
concern is that those who aren't 
aware of college activities and 
attitudes mayTead the letter, and 
form the same misguided 
opinions. 
If he bothered to spend some 
time ·here, Richardson might 
find a few surprises, among them 
a revitalized school spirit. Stu-
dents are not ·~sleeping", they're 
getting involved in college activi-
ties as much now as they were 
when I started here three years 
ago, if not more so. The efforts 
of President Indelicato have not 
gone unnoticed. There is a new 
enthusiasm evident on campus, a 
feeling that Bridgewater is a 
pretty good place to be. We are 
not "putting on airs", but rather 
we are enjoying a campus life 
waUifaJrtatwJrnrr1 'err'dh' 
As an example of this new 
school spirit, I give you the 
rapidly increasing interest and 
participation of students in the 
Greek syst~m. Mr. Richardson, 
you stated your belief in "frater-
nities and sororities packing in 
record numbers of indistingui-
shable 'clone-oids'." Where do 
you get your informi;ition? One 
has only to witness Greeks on 
campus, be it in sports, commit-1 
tees, the S.G.A., student boards, 
philanthropic events, etc., to 
realize that the membership 
within each organization is both 
highly diverse and complemen-
tary. Fraternities and sororities 
offer excellent opportunities to . 
get involved in campus life. As 
they grow, so too will the voices 
they carry to the college ad minis- . 
tration, which recognizes the 
value of such constructive 
organizations. Fraternities and 
sororities are not clone-aid 
clubs; they give members a great 
deal of understanding of how to 
deal with different types of peo-
ple. Isn't that what college is all 
about? It's amazing that the ones 
who criticize Greek letter organi-
zations are those least quaiified 
to do so, namely those who have 
never had the experience of 
being in one. 
Perhaps Mr. Richardson 
would care to tell us where he 
goes to school, or where he 
works. Then I could write a mis-





By and for the students 
To· the Editor: 
I am writing in regard to the 
article by Larry Richardson 
concerning Bridgewater 
State College. Mr. Richard-
son makes the point that the 
student government is suc-
cumbing to academic proba-
tion. Would he rather that 
we allow students who are 
failing classes to continue 
running the affairs of the · 
student body? Regarding 
the dismissal of Coach Maz-· 
zaferro, this was done 
because the dedsion was 
made to have a full-time 
coach who would be closer 
in touch with his players. 
Hoth of these actions were 
done to benefit the students. 
That is what the goal of the . 
new administration is--to do 
what. is best for the student.· 
Concerning the other issues 
which Mr. Richardson· dis-
cusses, nobody was forced 
to .wear a suit or dress to 
please the President-it was 
a matter of choice. 
Mr. Richardson obvious-
lyhas some type of vendetta 
against the new administra-
tion. I feel sorry for you, Mr. 
Richardson, if you are 
unable to realize the 
improvements that have 
been made in only a few 
months; from the improve-
ments of the. campus· 
grounds to the increase in 
the amount of classes availa-
ble to students. The campus 
looks better and feels better. 
Sincerely yours, 
Kevin Kindregan 
BSC is a fun ·school 
To the Editor: 
We are writing in response to: 
the letter from Larry Richard-
son. Why · is he . complaining 
a:bou.t the way of life at BSC if he 
doesn't even go hete anymore? 
The situations he presented were 
ludicrous examples for his cause 
(by the way, what is his cause?). 
It's disturbing when people feel a 
need . to complain about any-
thing and everything. Why not 
simply enjoy the time we have at 
BSC? These are supposed to be 
wonderful- years! Bridgewater 
State College offers many things 
for different types of people--
why nitpick when you can have 
FUN?!?! ... and get an education 
while you're at it. 
Sincerely, 
Diane Duarte, student 
Class of 1988 
Heidi Ganss, student 
Class of 1988 
A 'true individual' speaks out 
To the Editor: 
While reading through 
the March 5 issue of The 
Comment, one article really 
bothered me. The article was 
entitled "Not what we used 
to be" and was written by 
Larry Richardson. 
Being a freshman here at 
B.S.C., many ofthe"gripes" 
that Richardson spoke of I 
really c.an not associate with. 
But as to the comment he 
made that the "fraternities 
and sororities are packing in 
record numbers of indistin-
guishable 'clone-oids'," I feel 
as a member of a Greek 
Society on campus I must 
respond. 
It is obvious to me that 
Richardson has never been 
or will be involved in the 
Greek system here on cam-
pus and that is his choice. 
But, is it fair for him to put 
down or categorize a con-
glomeration of individuals 
(and I stress individuals) 
with whom he knows 
nothing about? 
Maybe I should explain 
the Greek system a bit. 
There is a period in every 
Greek society called pledg-
ing. It consists of many dif-
ferent individuals showing 
to the Greeks that they 
would like to join a society. 
During this period we do not 
try to conform these individ-
uals to try to be something 
they're not. It is for us to get 
to know them for who they 
are and vise versa. We party 
with them, take them out, 
and support them in any-
thing they wish to achieve 
(be it the Greek society or 
their future career). It is 
after this period (lasting 
from three to ten weeks 
depending on the society) 
that these individuals, after 
proving themselves to the 
society, are initiated and are 
part of their society for life. 
The only way we could be 
classified as "clone-oids" is 
that each society has its own 
goals, values, and standards 
that each member tries to 
achieve and uphold. But we 
are individuals. I know of no 
other Greek who looks like 
me, or even likes the same 
things I do. Each society is 
very diverse from one 
another and itself. It is the 
diversity and individuality 
that makes each Greek 
society what it is. 
It seems Mr. Richardson 
that you try to get involved 
in this school. You, as well 
as everyone else, have the 
right to tell others what you 
feel is wrong in this school 
itself. But, before you throw 
accusations, put down oth-
ers, or start pointing your 
finger, please get the facts 
first. Maybe the Greek 
society would not appear 
such a "waste" if you under-
stand it better. 
A True Individual 
Linda Nordin 
The positi.ve way of thinking at BSC 
To the Editor: 
The letter from Mr . .Richard-
son which appeared in last 
week's irue ~ointed In aMM~ prn non XIA Al JWH III' 
viduals, groups, practices, and 
activities that scarcely anyone or 
anything, was spared. That Mr. 
Richardson is displeased is 
obvious, and I see no hope that 
he can. be . persuaded to take 
another view. Alas, it is not my 
intent_to initiate·an exchange of 
accusations in the pages of .this 
newspaper. My message, there-
fore, is not for Mr. Richardson 
but for many of the fine students, 
dedicated faculty, administra-
tors, staff, · and proud alumni 
who co.ntinue to work hard every 
day to make this a better 
College. 
We cannot stand still, nor turn Frankly, I haven't detected any 
the clock back. I agree with reticence among students or my 
Henry George, · who wrote, colleagues to raise opposing 
"There is danger in reckless points of view. ·I trust I never 
iWM1~"8fii~''ft~~fi~ ~ 1 ij~~,~~~,~,l~~,~~~"""'' 
we maintain a proper balance ! frame my response in a posi-
between progress and tradition, tive manner because I have such 
and, seek to improve ourselves optimism for the future of this 
through new ventures and new College, and because I am con-
approa<;hes, we remain faithful tinually impressed· with the 
to our motto, "Not to be Minis~ energy, enthusiasm, and affec-
tered unto, but to Minister." tion for Bridgewater that I 
No one expects every new idea encounter among the people 
to be sucessful. Yet many will who comprise our community. 
take root, and the institution will The building of a great College 
be better for it. Others will have goes on here .. Like you, I'm 
such positive impact as to pro- ·delighted to be part of that excit-
foundly influence the College's fog and invigorating process. 
destiny. Criticism - . construc-
tively intended and applied - is 
essential to the cultivation and · 
1 development o{ new ideas. 
Sincerely, 
Gerard T. Indelicato 
President 
. What's your perspective, Larry? 
To the Editor: something to be scorned. dealings with the adminis-
As a student and class 
officer here at Bridgewater 
State College, I would like 
to respond· to Larry 
Richardson's article, · ''Not 
what it used to be.'' Maybe if 
he still attended this institu-
tion his opinions would be 
different. It sounds to me as 
though he is a past student 
who cannot cope with 
change. It is a shame that he 
sees school spirit such as the 
red and white ties ofadmin-~. 
istrators at. Boyden Hall. as 
Has three years fogged his tration, I have found them 
m:mo::'? As for the students _ . to be extremely caring and 
bemg forced" to wear suits helpful. We, flS students at 
and .dresses to. "please" the BSC, are proud to be so, and 
p~es1dent at dinner, if they if we were not happy with 
did not want to do so, they what was· going on, we 
would not have. The dinner would, as he put it, "make 
was arranged for the stu- waves." 
dents who were bored with Remember, Mr.· Richard~ 
the cafeterfa-style dinners. I, son, we are "Not To Be Min-
for one, like to dress up and istered Unto, But To 
be waited on. Minister.,, 
And how can he comment 
on this colleges institutional 
integrity when he is no 
longer a part of it? In· my 
Sincerely, 
Emily La Valley 
Secretary, Class of 1990 
... ancf one final, parting shot 
To the Editor: have been made recently have unfounded claims. Were you 
been designed.·t() benefit the'stu- ever forced to wear a jacket to 
I, belie~e that Mr. Richard-i dent body. Mr. Richardson. did eat dinner with Presid ._ 
son s article was unnecessary not state where he got his infor ca· t h ent Indeh 
d . . · - o, or ave you ever even met an inaccurate. Thech;angesthat, ! ~~tio_n concHg.\IJ.g 1 .his ..... ihiPl? Colleen Malone 
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Entertainment, 
ir Band ntest 
with make-believe stars 
(s a p o . urns Ill) 
•Ken Kraser of the -
"RTM '87"weepsdur-
ing his and Scott 
Lucas'. rendition of 
"Mr. Sandman",-
earning them third 
place at the Air Band 
Contest last Thurs-
day night in the Cam-
pus Center Ballroom. 
Sponsored by the 
Class of 1987. 
Look What The Cat Dragged In 
Poison's newest release 
By 
Bob Lang 
out of the way (oh yeah, another 
t~ing: are Rikki Rocket and 
. C. C. Deville supposed to be 
Oh, my, my. Just look at these . clever stage names?), leCs exam-
gorgeous fellas. Honest to God, ine the mus'c o 11 h • 1 • vera , not t at 
the members of the band Pmson bad at all. The hooks are there 
are the best looking guys to wear ("Cry Tough" was obviously 
makeup in the history of glam written for the hit singles 
rock. At least the genders of the market), the obligatory melodic 
New. York Dolls, Kiss and ballad works ("I Won't Forget. 
Twisted Sister were instantly Yo,1'), and all sorts of naughty 
recognizable. double entendre lyrics abound. 
There also seems to be an In keeping with 
' ... l'e;G 1p 
dilemma of dealing with paren-
tal strictness. The title track.not 
only humorously describes the 
craziness of constant all-nighters 
but also deals with the morning..: 
after hangover. "Let Me Go to 
the Show" contains the already 
classic ending of the overbearing 
father figure booming 'You 




, .. Air Band Contest" the signs 
proclaimed. A chance for those 
of us with no musical talent 
whatsoever to get up on stage 
and make complete fools of our-
selves. Well, themselves. I didn't 
actually participate, so that tells 
you something about the people 
that did. At least they have more 
guts than I do. Except, I do it for 
real. Anyway, as I was saying, 
there was an air band contest last 
Thursday night in the ballroom, 
with Paul Bonito as MC, guiding 
the festivities on to their inevita-
ble conclusion. 
The first band of the night was 
·"The T-Birds", doing John Tra-
volta and Olivia Newton-John's 
-version of "Summer Nights" 
from the movie Grease. These 
folks were a great act to open the 
night with, because their choreo-
graphed steps and great lip-sync 
more or less set the mood of the 
night. 
Next up was U2. (Original 
name, huh?)They did a couple of 
U2 favorites from their live 
album. They had an excellen! 
lip-sync, but they lacked stage 
presence. (Kind of like the real 
U2). 
Third on this star-studded list 
of 
Look What Th~ Cat Dragged In, ism is t:ritD1pet · t e ··fight 
looks like the winner's circle in a song "Play Dirty'\ sensitive a ca 
rock star look-alike contest. pella harmonies precede "I Want 
Check· it out: Paul Stanley, .Action". '"Talk Dirty To Me" is 
David Lee Roth, Jon Bon Jovi just like the song title, all talk 
,a~d Vince Neil. Speaking of and no real fun~ Although it was 
Vmce, half of Bret Michael's picked as one of the video clips, 
vocal tracks sound like secret all it really consists of is over-
Motley_ Crue outtak~s. hidden worked, cliched riffs ranging 
away m. the Elektra/ Asylum from Chuck Berry t(r· Cheap 
vaults while Mr. Peroxide served Trick. 
was displayed at a • Jate fall . it 'an here;' including the funny 
appearance by Poison at Narcis"" hat, bucket of confetti and bal-
sus in Kenmore Square. In con- · loons. Jack reminded me quite a 
cert this band comes across as a bit of Mick J:igger, even down to 
pretty (no pun intended) power- the stage ~ymnastics he did. 
ful quartet. "RTM '87" was next with their 
It's always unfortunate when version of ... Sandman'', complete 
good musicians have to use gim- with nightshirts and teddy bears, 
out his thirty day slap-on-the- Two of the record's highlights 
micks to hit paydirt.· Sometimes 
it's entertaining. (Alice Cooper 
and Kiss),· ·other. times it gets 
annoying and unnecessary wrist prison term. champion typical teenage issues: 
.(Sweet, WASP). Final score: Now that the visual criticism is the party principle and the Music I, Image O. 
Sex and the occult 
cops and robbers 
versus 
By 
M. J. Gensler 
This week we are going to look 
at two very different movies with 
.one thing in common. They're 
both filled with dead bodies! The 
·first movTe is bizzare to say the. 
least. It has had a lot of controv-
ersy surrounding the rating it 
.was going to get. Angel Heart 
definitely had a lot of nudity and 
s~x invc;>lyed in the story, and 
that was the cut version I saw. 
annals of the old Twilight Zone shot at, . he's always muttering 
TV series. Just like the· old 'I'm too old for·this!' This movie 
'Zone', you don't know what is is about a drug ring with roots in 
happening throughout the the War and the CIA that this 
movie. until the end when the dynamic duo go after. It is billed 
directors choose to tell you. as an action comedy. The only 
Quite frankly I found that aspect problem with the comedy is that 
the most irritating~. but on the 'it is often muttered under Gib-
whole the acting was great! son's breath and barely audible. 
The seconci film this week is If you are paying close attention, 
Lethal Weapon. TJ:tis movie is it is a lot of fun to go see. 
not as nearly as complicated as Being released this Friday, 
Angel Heart and a lot more fun Squ(lre Dance, ancf Made in 
to just sit back and relax. Lethal Heaven starring Timothy . Hut"'. 
Weapon is· the saga of Martin tort and Kelly McGillis. Opening 
they had to be the most original 
. act of the night. "Caveman M Ken 
Fraser and Scott '"Sh-Boom~ 
·Lucas had my vote for most 
. entertaining group of the 
evening. 
· "The Show", the next act to 
. perform, did their very special 
rendition of ~·whole Lotta 
·Rosie" by AC/ DC.After that, 
_they started .. My Way" by Sid 
Vicious, but were cut short, 
·much to the dismay of the 
. audience. I said it then, and I1l 
say it now: ••The Show" has 
·nothing to do with my radio 
. show, Totally Rejected. 
The sixth act of the eveni~g 
·was .. Magnum and the Manne-
quins" with Robert Palmer's 
"Addicted to Love", comp
0
lete 
with six, count 'em, six girls in 
white makeup and black dresses. 
Another weU-~t,oreographed 
act. 
Last, but not least were 6.The 
BSC Boys" with "'You Gotta 
Fight for Your Right to Party". 
The BSC Boys were great, and 
had the '"Rap Attitude" down 
:Perfectly. 
After the encores and the 
judges tallied their decisions, the 
results looked like this: In third 
place, winning $25 was ••RTM 
'87". In second place was .. Mag-
num and '\.'ne Ma.nne'1'U.\~::;", -~,frn-
~~f#:\~~j~!lf\;~~1,j;''flii;~~ 
"'The T-Birds .... ; 
AH the acts did an exceUent 
job. and should be applauded for 
: getting up there on the stage to 
entertain us all. Also. the Class 
of '87 should be congratulated 
for putting on one of the most 
. entertaining events this year. 
Angei Heart is th~· story of a 
1955 Brooklyn private eye· Harry 
Angel (Mickey Rourke )who is 
hired for a bizzare case by Louis 
('.yphre (Robert De Niro). In the 
course of working on the case, 
B:arry stumbles into Epiphany 
Proudfoot (Lisa Bonet of Cosby 
~r 'W fame). AU around the 
movie is death and mystery that· 
keeps the audience in suspense til 
the end. The ending to the movie. 
seems to be lifted ·right from the. 
Riggs (Mel 'Ro~d Warrior' Gib- up the 20th of March a really 
son) and Roger . Murtaugh · ,we!fd movie is opening acrqss 
(Danny 'The .Color Purple' the nation~ Raising Arizona, 
Glover) two newly acquainted starring Nicolas Cage and Holly 
part(lers on the L.A. police · . Hunter. One more note for all 
force. Gibson is a troubled Viet- ·you Moonlighting fans out 
nam Vet, but the root cause of there, Bruce Willis wm be star· 
his trou~les have nothing to do ring in ·a Blake Edwards movie, 
with the war. Glover is also a Vet that will appear March· 27th. 
but his troubles stem from the Blind Date will also feature Kim 
fact.that he just turned fifty. As Basinger as Bruce's mystery 
Glover is running around getting .woman! 
Mickey Rourke pqrtrays Harry Angel,..a 1955 Pri• 
vate Eye in the _suspense filled movie. Angel 
Heart. 
:' (~;:~;~ ~oJl191¥·o, Public Affaira OlfictlJ 1 The cast for Dance Kaleidoscope lines up for the camera during their first 
rehearsal. The dance program will be pre~ented by the Bridgewater State College Danca Corps and special guest the Burnell School Dancers at the 
qampus Center at 8 p.m. on April 2 and 3. 
Christian heavy metal 
Stryper speaks out on their music 
_By all accepted Christ and become 
Michael O'Connor Christian. We weren't, I guess, 
Many bands have recently 
come under fire from parents, 
religious groups, and others con-
cerning the content of their 
material. One of the bands that 
has spurred this controversy, not 
just from religious groups but· 
also from the heavy metal/ hard 
rock genre itself, is Stryper, a 
heavy ·metal band who sings 
songs glorifying Jesus Christ and 
God. 
On a warm, sunny. Sunday 
afternoon, I spoke with Stryper's 
bassist, Tim Gaines, about many 
topics concerning the band.· 
before that time, we were doing 
the party scene. 
M.O'C.~ Like just every other. 
band. 
T.G.: Yeah, like everyone else. 
We had all accepted Christ at 
young ages and then kind of fell 
away. But, anyway, God called 
us back to Him and we decided 
to do something different with 
the music, we felt He was calling 
us to really just give Him the · 
glory I guess, rather than giving 
the glory to ·Satan all the time 
through partying and all that 
kind of stuff. We changed the 
lyrics to the songs and I guess 
Righteousness. 
M.O'C.: How did you guys get · 
the colors, black and ~How? 
T.G.: Well, that kind of, it was · 
"ind of held over from I guess 
the old band days when we had 
another band called the Roxx 
Regime. And yellow and black · 
stripes were kind of a thing that 
Robert (Sweet), the drummer, 
came up with and he had them 
on his drum· set and they bled 
over to all .the amps and then 
eventually our costumes, and, 
like, our whole show is yellow 
and black stripes(laughs). And 
we use them as caution colors, 
you know, we're trying to cau-
tion people not to go to Hell and 
kaleidoscop~ of 
a nee thi r1ng · 
On April 3 and 4, the Bridge-
water State College Dance 
Corps will be performing an 
exciting, electric and entertain-
ing weekend of dance entitled 
"Dance Kaleidoscope" which 
represents a wide varity of dance 
styles. 
Many of the -numbers have 
been choreographed by stu-
dents, Dr. Nancy Moses and 
guest choreographer, Linda 
Turner. The dance styles include 
ballet, modern, abstract, tap and 
contemporary. 
Among the dance numbers 
will be an abstract dance choreo-
graphed by alumna Jayne Rose; 
similiar to but in looser style 
than Bethany Goulat's number 
of a futuristic piece based on 
George Orwell's 1984 and 
including music by the Euryth-
mics from the soundtrack of the 
movie by the same name. 
Beau Decker, a three-year · 
member of the Dance Corps, has 
choreographed a dance based on 
a post nuclear war - Amerika 
theme. Tess Tenes and Laurie 
Needs have choreographed a 
very energetic and electric dahce 
entitled "Surprise." 
The first of two dances based 
on the rock and roll theme is a · 
funky dance based on Michael 
Jackson's tune, "Beat It", cho-
reographed by Allison Mac-
Phadden. Two of the more 
beautiful and aesthetic dances to 
be performed are a ballet, cho-
reographed by Jayne Rose ·and a 
graceful rendition of "Amazing 
Grace," choreographed by 
Corps president, Melissa . 
Tarzoplous. 
Ending the show will be a 
lively interpretation of "Rock 'n' 
Roll," including music by Elvis 
Presley, The Beatles, The Bee. 
Gees and Kenny Loggins, cho-
reographed by Michael O~Con­
nor (with assistance from the 
other choreographers and 
dancers). 
The show will ~lso include 
dances performed and choreo-
graphed by the Burnell School 
Dancers under P. E. teacher, 
Marty Campell. Also included 
will be "The Creation" choreo-
graphed by the force behind the 
entire dance program, Dr. 
Nancy Moses. 
So, for a night of energy, and 
dazzle, come out and see the per-
formance of "Dance Kaleido-
scope" on :\pril 3 and 4, 
guaranteed to raise a .smile. 




Good day to everyone, and I 
hope you all enjoy your spring 
break. I know I will. Here's a list 
Pieces,· After The Fact, The 
Raw, 18 plus at the Rat 
Dwight Y oakam with Scruffy 
The Cat, John Lincoln Wright 
' . ,···~lli'•l•tj·····::' es ions 
I was thinking of were, how did 
you form Stryper? 
years ago. 
M.O'C: What does the name 
(Stryper) stand for? 
· Try not to pa;ty 
there's something 
there for you." 
too much, the clubs this weekend to help 
better out you celebrate. 
Channel 
The Dead Milkman, Nova Mob, 
Thing That Aren't Food, 18 and 
over at TT the Bear's Place 
T.G.: 0.K. Stryper, I guess, 
four years ago we really felt God 
callin~ on our hearts to do some-
thing different V1ith music. We'd 
T.G.: Well, Stryper is an acro-
nym and it stands for: Salvation 
Through Redemption Yielding : 
l?eace, Encouragement, and 
M.O'C.: I was listening to sev-
• ~ont. p. 7. 
Skagarack comes 
to the U.S. 
By 
Mike O'Connor 
Th~ group. Skagarack, was 
very difficult to review because 
there hasn't been much air play 
of their work in the States to my 
knowledge, so I hadn't heard 
much a bout them. The album, 
Skagarack, ··according to the 
recording dates, seems to have 
been released in early '86. 
Since I don't know much of 
the background of this band, I'll 
just stick to the music. ,This 
group has a nice, polished hea-
vy I pop. feel, sometimes sound-
ing like Foreigner, Toto, and 
Starship all at once. With a 
sound like that, how could they 
lose? If anything, this group 
sounds closer to Asia. 
Lead singer/ s ,,ngwriter. 
pretty good, actually. 
. The opener, ''}.:love it in the 
Night" sounds like Toto's"Lov-
ers in the Night", off of Toto IV. 
Nice song with a good'pop feel to 
it, but lacks real punch. "I'm 
Alone" sounds like another 
track offof Toto IV, except with 
Asia's vocals. '.'Damned 
Woman", the next track and the 
last on the first side, sounds like · 
a· mellow Ronnie James· Dio, 
This ·cu tis most likely the best on 
the album. 
"Don't Turn Me Upside 
Down'\ the opening cut on side 
two sounds like a fast version of 
Asia's "Heat of the Moment", 
but unfortunately, unlike 
."Heat", this song· lacks the · 
punch to hit mainstream radio. 
"Lies", ·the nex.t track, is defi-
nitely filler. 
"Victim of the System" is a 
great cut with a strong, driving ~ 
beat. Worth a listen to. "City .. 
Child,. follows as a slower ver-
sion· of the previous tune a!)d. it 
works really well. 
Thursday, March 12 
Alvin Lee, New American 
Heroes at the Paradise 
•Cont. p. 7 · 
Torben Schmidt has a voice that 
sounds like a cross between Star-
ship 's lead and Ronnie James 
Dio with Lou Gramm's (For-
eigner) range. The entire groµp, 
through guitars, drums, · key-
boards, bass .. and vocals, sounds 
like. crosses between many 
bands. So, where is Skagarack's 
personal sta,mp on their album? 
Unfortunately, I couldn't find it. 
But don 1t take this to mean that 
the album is. bad. ffs not. It'~ 
"Double•Crossed''is good but 
somewhat weak to end a debut 
album. Hopefully, we'll he~r 
more from this group, but I'd 
like to hear more Skagarack 
rather than · hybrids of other 
, AOR pop bands .. 
Starts Friday the 13th at a specially selected theatre hear you. 
' •. 'I. 
Stryper 
11111 Cont. from p. ·& . 
eral aiimms that you guys put 
out; I have done several re:views 
on your albums. Everyone asks, 
Oh, wow, you must really like 
them, are· you a born-again 
Christian? They're a cool band, 
you know? 
T.G.: Yeah, I mean, whether 
you're Christian or not, that's 
the whole thing that Stryper's 
trying to tell you; you can still 
have a good time and have clean 
fun and still rock and roll. It 
seems like most people nowa-
days are so down on heavy metal' 
or hard rock · or whatever, 
because there's so much misre-
presentation and it as far as tak-
ing society downhill, I mean, 
everybody in the music business 
has a responsibility, if you're in 
the limelight, to your listeners or 
your audience: 
M.O'C: I kind of like the com-
bination,heavy metal and Chris-
tianity, 'cause it was really. 
getting a bad rap for a while. 
T.G.: Yeah, I mean a lot of 
people were skeptical about us. 
M. O'C.:I was just thinking of 
something, how do people like 
Jimmy Swaggart and Pat 
Robertson react to Stryper and 
bands such as yourself! 
T.G. Pat Robertson, we were 
just on his show, well, we weren't 
on it, but they did, what do you 
call it, (laughs) they did a little 
segment, like a ten-minute seg-
ment on Stryper and they. were 
real~y good to us, seems like. 
Jimmy Swaggart's against us· 
though. He thinks the music that 
we sitig is oft he Devil and stuff. I 
know t 
ment, so it was a ridiculous type 
thing. We're not trying to shove 
anything down anybody's 
throat. We're just here to convey 
a message, it's like we're a tool 
conveying the message of God. 
M. O'C.: I think I read the 
songs like "Calling on You" 
could either be a song of some-
one singing it to God or a man 
singing it to a woman. And thaCs 
pretty cool, too. 
T.G.: And they are, too. I 
mean, you don't need to mention 
Jesus' name several times in a 
song like a lot of groups do that I 
know. It's like they're trying to 
win brownie buttons or some-
thing by mentioning God's name 
a hundr~d times in a song. 
M.O'C.: Where did your influ-
ences come from, musically at 
least? 
T.G.: Well, for me, I listen to 
all kinds of people. Elton John 
was probably my biggest influ-
ence as far as singing. I listen to, 
as well as that, Led Zepplin, a 
group called Rush all kinds of 
stuff I've been listening to. 
Geddy Lee I really admire as a 
bass player and the way he was 
playing when I. started playing 
bass eleven years ago. 
I think as far as influences as 
Stryper goes, as a whole we kind 
of take after Van Halen in a way 
. as far as live shows go. We love 
concerts and stuff that groups 
mred to do in the Seventies. Kiss 
had an outrageous show. But all 
they're talking about is trash! 
M. O?C.: I have the original 
version of To Hell With the 
because that's how Robert and as to why ifwas Changed. 
Michael Sweet were, that's how T.G.: No, they weren't. Actu-
they became born-again, was by ally we weren't happy with the 
watching Jimy Swaggart's show. artwork. We wish it could have 
M.O'C.: Have you ever met been depicted in a better way, 
him? To try to talk to him about like dropping the pentagram. 
it? Hell's created for the devil. He's 
T.G.: They sent about fourteen supposed to be cast in a lake of 
people from his church instead. fire, and that's mainly the state-
It turned into, like, a big battle, ment Stryper's trying to make, to 
confrontation, after the show. Hell with the devil. 
They said we had to do this a M.O'C.: ·What are your·plans, 
certain way, and we're trying to overall, for the futur~? · 
be open-minded about the whole T.G.:Well, so far, right now.just 
thing, and they said, "We don't finishing this tour. We're gonna;· 
see kids getting saved at your be ·OUt a total of 9· months, I 
concerts," and sfuff, and the think it is. Wt;, finish the U.S. 
whole rea~on they weren't get- . part of this tour in June and then 
ting saved that night was because · we go to Japan, Europe and· 
we were in our dressing rooms Australia for a few month. 
f.~r two hours having a big argu-
Speed of sound 
11 Cont. from p. 6 
The Tears, Catharsis, LR8 and 
Mantis at Channel 
Barrence Whitfield and the Sav-
·ages with The Pajama Slave 
iDances at TT the Bear's Place 
' ' Saturday, March 14 
Down Avenue at Grovers 
.ents, The Titantics and Ghoul 
Squad 
· 9 p.m. 2J plus at TT the Bear's 
Place, The Descendents, Last 
Stand .,_ 
Wolf Pack, Ball and Pivot and 
Nite Work, 1:30 p.m. all ages a.t 
Club III 
Ball and Pivot, Strutter and Pri-
vate Stares at . Club III for the 
evening show 
Major Shock and Three Hands 
at Jack's at 1:30 p.m. for all ages 
Blockyard, ·Radio 2000, After. 
the In,Eyening Show at Jack's·· 
Extreme with Life on Earth at Sunday, March 15 
Bunratty's **Pretenders with Iigy Pop at 
Condo P.ygmies, Breaking Cir- the. Centrum** 'in Worcester · 
cus with The Bags and The Boo- Fire hose with DC3, Criminy, 
gey Man at The Rat ~OS at the Rat 
Gregg Allman Band at the Don't get too relaxed, now. 
Channel We wouldn't wanna get a sun-· 
.3_p-.m. all ages show TT the burn down there in Fort 
Bear's Place with th~· Descend:-.'. Lauderdale. 
I 
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Calend r of e ents 
' Local Events 
Nite Club Confidential 
Due to popular demand 
Nite Club Confidential, the 
. fast-paced musical that 
. affectionately parodies the 
sophisticated night club 
scene . ,f the l 950's,currently 
playing at Boston's Next 
Move Theatre, has been 
extended through April5. 
Nite Club Confidential runs 
Tuesday thru Friday even-
ings at 8 p.m.,on Saturdays 
a.t 7 p.m. and IO p.m., and on 
Sundays at 3 p.m. and 6 
p.m.For more information 
and to charge tickets by 
phone, call the Next Move 
box office at One Boylston 
Place, Boston, MA 02116, 
(617) 423-5572. 
Nursing Home - Photos by 
Jim Goldberg 
An ·exhibition of photo-
graphs by Jim· Goldberg 
entitled "Nursing Home" 
will be ~n view at the Clar-
ence Kennedy Gallery from 
.March 10 through April 4. 
Open Reception will be hold 
Wednesday, March 11 from 
5:00 to 7:00. The Clarence 
Kennedy Gallery is located 
770 Main Street, Cam-
bridge. The gallery hours are 
Tuesday thru Saturday from 
11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
·rr.ie Music Man 
The Neponset Choral 
Society will perform it's 
spring production of Mere-
dith Willson's, "The Music· 
Man". It will play at Canton 
·Jiigh School on May 9, 10, 
15, and 16. For ticket infor-
mation call Harriet Dusty at 
(617) 384 -3352, Bob 
·McGregor at (617)769-7640 
or Bob Emery at (617) 584 -
3674. 
Smooch Music 
The Institute of Contempor-
ary Art presents a three 
night appearance by 
·acclaimed performer David 
Cale. He will present 
·"Smooch Music," a musical 
meditation on contempor-
ary romance and erotic 
fantasy. 
·Campus Events 
American Women Poets: 
Silent No (onger 
On March 10, in the 
Bridgewater Formal Dining 
Room at 7 p.m., Profesor 
Lee Dunne of the Speech 
Communication, Theatre 
Arts, and Communication 
Disorders Department will 
discuss the thinking of three 
major American women 
writers (Tillie Oisen, Denise 
Levertov ,and Adrienne 
Rich) b~sed on their books 
and poems. I~ will focus on· 
1
the emergence of the voices· 
:of women poets. 
,Irish Ni1ht 
' Thursday, March 12 the 
:CCPC will sponsor annual 
Irish Night.in the Rat. "Sha-
nanigan" will provide the 
musical entertainment for 
,the night. It begins at 8:30 
ip.m. with proper I.D. The 
:price of the tickets will be $2. 
:Come celebrate St. Patrick's 
:Day early. 
Flower Arranging 
March 31, the CCPC will 
. ·sponsor a free demomstra-
tion 'of flower arranging by 
Carol Daiker of Carol Daik-
·. er's Flower Shop. She will 
.demonsrtate the art of 
.flower arranging by using 
the influences of painting 
;such as Monet's "Water-
lilies." 
·Multi-Cultural Film 
One Sings. the Other 
Doesn't will be shown in the 
~Dial Access Lounge in the 
. Maxwell Library· on Wed-
nesday, April 8at 2 p.m. and 
7:30 p.m. 
If you would like to muke 
a submission · to the 
Calender of Events, drop off' 
your request at The Com-
ment office in the Campus 
Center· 
$UMMERJ08S 
CHARTER COACH SERVICE 11 TO ALL AMERICA & CANADA 
·INTERSTATE I/COACH 
A DIVISION OF UNDA'S BUS SERVICE, INC. 11 ~,.. Ull/IMI SIMM Sitt# JIM 
PLAN· NOW .FOR SUMMER II 
WE'RE HIRING BUS DRIVERS 
Class ll and Mass. D~P.U. 
7 
. license preferred. 
However, we will train you If you have. 
a Class I II license. 




·1139 Washlngto,n Street (Rt. 138) 
· Stoughton, Ma1sachusetta: . 
~44 .. ~231.!_ ~83-2225 I 823.-3.182 
~ • .,_ ...... ' _ ..... ·'."'= ·- :·-; - ..,. 
Goodp'art-tlme.Jobs aVallable: 
year-round too, JI 
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R II II ome thin 
By Diane Lenhardt 
Rape is one of the most. 
serious crimes in our society 
today. In recent years there has 
been a marked increase in the 
reported occurences of rape. 
Many misconceptions surround 
this crime. This article is the first 
of a series which will attempt to 
clear up some of these 
misconceptions. 
*Rape is unfortunately a com-
mon crime. One out of every 
four women will be raped in her 
lifetime. Approximately 75 per-
cent of these women will be 
raped by an aquaintance. 
*Most rapes occur within the 
same race and class. White men 
rape white women, black men 
rape black women. 
*The "dark alley" rape is not 
common. Most rapes occur in 
the victim's own home. 
*Most rapists are very young. 
h ul 
of all rapes and attempted rapes 
are reported to the police. It is 
important to remember that a 
victim in NO way encourages an 
attack. Not by dress. environ-
ment, nor by reputation. Per-
haps if we remember that it is the 
rapist who has committed the 
crime the incident of reporting 
rape attacks will rise. 
There is no way to prevent 
rape, but there are precautionary 
measures a person may take. 
Some of these are as follows: 
like you kno\'I where you are 
going. If possible, walk in the 
middle of the street to avoid 
parked cars. shrubs. etc. 
If you're driving and expe-
rience car trouble. raise the hood 
and stay inside the car with the 
doors locked. If someone stops 
ask them to report your problem 
to the nearest service station. 
Editor's Note: One of the 
major problems in today's 
society is that of sexual harrass-
ment and abuse. As a public ser-
vice project, the Comment will 
be publishing a series of four 
articles, beginning today, con-· 
tributed by the BSC Women~ 
Center. The purpose of this ser-
ies is to increase student awar-
ness and attempt to prevent 
some of our readers from 
becorning victims. Your com-
ments and opinions on th is series 
are welcomed and encouraged. 
-John R. Burns, Ill 
Living Dept. Editor 
*Rape occurs whenever 
anyone forces another person to 
perform sexual acts without her-
/ his consent. Rape is a violent 
crime. The rapist is driven by a 
need to dominate and humiliate. 
Rape is not the result of an 
uncontrollable sexual desire. 
A void walking alone, but if 
you MUST, stay in well-lighted 
crime, rape is not often reported. areas, and try to stay near peo-
It is estimated that only one-half ple. Walk at a steady pace, look 
About 50 percent are under the 
age of 25 years. 
Because of the nature of the 
It is advisable not to carry 
weapons such as knives or mace,. 
as they could be taken and used 
against you. It is better to use 
"'improvised" weapons such as 




Libby Ila be ls first week of Spring 
-Mass. Sexologist declares Nat.ional Orgasm Week 
By 
John R. Burns, III 
For years, Americans have 
held festivals, celebrations, and 
days of general partying for'· 
almost any excuse under the sun. 
We have Bosses' Day. We have 
Mother-in-law's Day. People in 
Cleveland didn't have enough 
holidays, so they stuck some-
thing in between Labor Day and 
co'lumbus Day called "Sweetest 
.· 
right, what would have been the 
second week of our Break), to be 
National Orgasm Week. 
"It is time for some good news 
about sex", Libby claims. The 
first day . of Spring is when a 
young person's fancy turns to 
'love.· Libby "advises adding a 
few dashes of laughter and lust." 
Chastity and celibacy may suit 
some, but Libby disagrees that 
abstinence makes the heart grow 
fonder. He recommends sexual 
o canng. 
Cherry Blossom Festival; Win- Libby is a popular guest lec-
the Advanced Study In Human 
Sexuality. He was invited to the 
..latter by Dr. Wardell Pomeroy, 
co-author of the famous, if con-
troversial Kinsey Report. 
Libby's assistantis a five-foot 
soft sculpture frog, (horny toad), 
referred to as "Roxanne "Ribbit". 
He· suggests such recognition of 
National Orgasm Week as the 
holding of a fantasy ball, with 
each person dressing up as their 
· favorite fantasy, and the selec-
chester, VA has the Apple Blos-, turer, havingappearedatinstitu- "sexual desire and caring flour-
som Festival; and,ofcourseFort tions ranging from Mt. ish, in spite of ... AIDS, h~rpes 
Lauderda~e has Spring Break. , Wachusett Community .. and and other diseases", and stresses 
According to sexologist Dr. Westfield State to Tufts and Col- .the importance of "safe sex--for 
Roger .Libby,' of Amherst Mas-· gate. Hehasbeenaconsultantto . m01;ejoysandfewerdiseasesand 
sachusetts, wearenowreadyfor, the White House"Conference on uriwant~fpregnancies." 
or even in· need of, one more rit- "'~Families, testifies as·· an ·expert · 
ual observance to add to this list. witness on pornography at obs- fa addition·.·to its "heaithful 
Dr. Libby has done the unheard cenity trials, and has beep a pro- purposes", National Orgasm 
of. He has brought into the open fess.or of Huni~~ Sex'q~lity and . Week is meant to be, a retort to 
a subject which has, for many· Marriage and ·the Famiiy at the so-called "moralistic biases 
years, been kept hidden. behind UGeorgia, Syracuse, and of the Reagan administrati-
the closed doors of morals. He Ufyiass. He has. also lectured at on ... (the) Religious New Right, 
has declared the first week of the Kinsey Institute for Sex and the anti..,sexual Women 




Canyou guess what this is, .and where it is on campus? 
Answer on page 10. 
Your Stars This Week 
By 
Stella Wilder 
The coming week offers rich rewards to those who are willing 
to make every opportunity count and those who don't take "no" 
for an answer. ••No'' may indeed be heard a great deal this week, 
though it will usually be from the mouths of those who haven't 
the courage or the foresight to stick their necks out. Those who 
do stick their necks out, however, will certainly have the last 
Iaugh--and quite possibly the most money by week's end. 
The young can expect to receive a rich education -this week, 
and parents and other adults must take an active part in the 
process. It is important that the right questions be asked; it is 
even more important that they are asked of .the right people! 
Children deve!Op an instinct this week for knowing where to 
turn. 
PISCES (Feb. 19-Marcb 5)-•Recognize the· natural prbgres• 
sion of things and put forth your own energy accordingly. A 
good week~ (March 6-March 20)-The time has come for you to 
take charge, whether at home or at work. Old enemies become 
fast friends. 
ARIES (March 21-April. 4)-Personal life and business or 
profession cross paths more than once this week. New interests 
are spawned. (April 5-April 19)-You may have been holding 
yourself responsible for problems of others. Work for yourself 
instead. 
•.cont. p.10. 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed. 
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OVIJR. 
Psychologically Yours . l,. 
Dr. Richard T. Colgan 
If at first you don't succeed 
... you'll get a lot of advice. 
Journalism Rule No. I: Never 
start your News & Feature 
Column like this ... "On the 
chance you11 get bored and fall 
asleep before you get to. the end 
of 'Psychologically Yours,' best 
wishes for a rewarding, relaxing 
spring break." 
Summer Session II will include 
Abnormal Psychology, Psychol-
ogy of Criminal Behavior, Per-
sonality Psychology, Adolescent 
Psychology, Development 
Through the Life Cycle,. Intro-
ductory Psychology, and Topics 
in Medical Psychology. 
."To get a good husband, get a 
good education.'' These are the 
findings of Census Bureau . 
demographer Jeanne E. Moor-
. man. According to her projec-
tions, about 65% of college 
educated women, age 30 in 1985, 
Psychology Department .will marry before age 65, com-Chair~~n. Dr. David Richards · pared to 55% of 30 year old high 
has pjoposed for BSC students, school graduates. It's a case of 
0
C\ diy'ersified and comprehensive getting a B.A. and a Mrs. simul-
announced it shall conduct a 
two-hour ·"Anxiety Reduction 
and Relaxation" Seminar and 
Workshop on Monday,. March 
23rd, and March 3.0th, at 1:00 
p.m., in Room 123 ofthe Burrill 
Academic Bldg. The first hour of l 
the two-part session shall be ! 
given over to the analysis pf anx- ·j 
iety and the progressive relaxa- } 
tion of the body. The second 
hour will be devoted . to auto-
genic training, relaxation of the 
·mind· and freedom from worries. 
I 
l 
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collegiate camouflage 
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Can you find the hidden ISMs? ACTIVISM DEISM --
ATHEISM EGOISM SADISM 
BUDDHISM EUPHUISM SCHISM 
CANNIBALISM MYSTICISM SEXISM 
CAPITALISM PLAGIARISM SOLECISM 
CHAUVINISM PRISM TAOISM 
COMMUNISM PURISM TRUISM 
CUBISM RACISM WITTICISM 
DARWINISM REALISM· 
ALL ·STUDENTS WELCOME 
to 
The Planning Committee for 
Reritag,e Day Week.end 
Time: 3:30 
Date: .Thursday every week 
Place: Hingham, Hanover, Duxbury Room 
in the Campus Cei:iter 
SEE ME. 
'I: FEEL ME . 
lOUCH ME ' 
• • 
II HEAR ME. 
Workinf with those who are communicati :1ely impaired is a 
cndlengir.g. yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College 
at Northeastern University recognizes th*.: importance of 
research and further study in this field. Cur ASH \accredited· Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and 
ovr program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-
sible fo"r you to pursue an advanced degree full-time. or part· 
time if you are employed in the field. 
For information on these programs. or a f ~ee brochure. com-plete and mail the coupon below. Or call ((>17) 437-2708. 
~~·~~--·-------.. -·-----.--; Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and I AL•diology Programs. 
I Boston~Bouve C0llege of Human Development Professions. 106 DK. Northeastern University. 360 Huntington A've .• Boston. MA 02 l 15. 
9 
/ suqimer session of psychology taneously. Of course, economic c~Jirse offerings. It's not top considerations come into play, 
early to begin planning for or also. In a United States in which 
accelerating your academic pro- family living standards are 
gram. Course offerings for the incr~asingly dependent on the 
1st Summer Session include earning capacities of two bread-
Introductory Psychology, Con- ·winners, higher education tend~ 
sumer Psychology, Social Psy- to heighten the desirability of 
chology, Psychology of any mate--female as well as 
Learning, and at Buzzard's Bay, male. 
Did you ever observe how . 
"happiness'' seems to elude so 
many, many persons? It's so 
hard for the human mind to 
comJUehend--yet so simple to 
achieve. Happiness is not a· mat-
ter of good fortune or worldly 
possessions. It's a mental atti· 
tude!. It comes from appreciat-
ing what one has, instead of 
being miserable about what one 
doesn't have. The same thing 
holds true for '£kindness." One of 
the most difficult things to give 
away is "kindness·~--it is usually 
returned. 
j· Name Ph<?ne 1· ·1 Address, __________________ _ 
Psychology of Organizations. The Psychology Club of(~·~S. 
I City 
. State . Zip !~ 
L -~~~!!l!!l!!~Y J 
L \'" ~ 
. " .... • " -
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COORS offers scholarships 
Over $500 Thousand Available 
By 
John R. Burns, III 
- The time is here again to begin 
preparing for next year's tuition, 
room and board costs. In case 
you missed the deadline for the 
College's programs. there are 
still plenty of chances for you to 
find money elsewhere. 
One such opportunity is the 
_Coors Company's annual Vete-
ran's Memorial Scholarship 
Fund. This program provides 
more than ssoo,ooo in to the sons 
and daughters of American 
Veterans. The monies are 
awarded in a minimum of l 00 
scholarships, with a ma:Ximum 
value of ss,ooo. 
To be eligiblefortheawards,a 
student must : 
o Be 22 yrs. old or younger as 
of July I, I 987; 
CJ Have a GPA of3.0 or better; 
o Have completed their fresh-
man year; and 
:J Be a dependant of: an 
Honorably Discharged Veteran, 
Active Duty, Guard or Reserve 
personnel (min. 2 yrs.), or service 
personnel who are Missing in 
Action, Killed in Action, or Died 
in the Line of Duty. 
Applications can be obtained 
by calling 1-800-49COORS. 
All applications and materials 
must be returned to COORS 
postmarked on or before July I, 
1987. 
Burrill .lounge. surveyed 
(2) If they would utilize pro- . were redeemable. 
11Star.s 
11 Cont. from p. 8 
TAURUS (April 20-May 5}-Conflict between basic elements 
of career and social life may, make this a heady. heavy week. (May 6-May 20)-Take care not to get to the heart of the matter 
through another's pocketbook. Be sure to pay your own way all 
week long. 
GEMINI (May 21-June 6)-Pets, small children. the elderly: 
these fill your week with difficulties, joys, new self-knowledge. (June 7-June 20)-You may have to be both a physical and an 
emotional quick-change artist to enjoy all the week holds for 
you. 
CANCER (June 21-July 7)-Differences with various family 
members place serious hardship on both ambition and progress. (July 8-July 22)-If you must give unsolicited opinions, do so 
only when and where it counts. Reputation for interference 
stands. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)-Concentrate on the basics of educa-
tion. You have plenty of time for upper-level learning later. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22)-Take care that in extricating yourself from 
one no-win situation, you don't land in another. Protect 
yourself. 
Ann Lemieux posed additional services?, and 
(3) How often would they util-
ize the services. 
Of those -surveyed, 59 (l2%) VIRGO (Aug. 13-Sept. 7)-A tendency to believe your own publicity may keep you from seeing which way real progress lies. 
said they would use these servi- (Sept. 8-Sept. 22)-U nless you can see your way clear to complet-
. ces S times a week, 58 (22%), ing a project, you would do well not to begin it. Schedule time .. 
The SW325, Community 
Organization tiass conducted a 
survey to assess the needs for 
changes in the food service in the 
student lounge at Bun:ill Ave. 
The results of the survey were 
as follows: 
Three times/week 57, (21), two LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7)-Rid yourself offears that keep you from moving ahead in your career. Try a desensitizing course. times, 16 (6%), would use the ser- (Oct. 8-0ct. ll)-Minor mistakes on the home front could trans-Of those surveyed, 205 (77%) 
said that they would like to see 
sandwiches served. 218 (82%) 
would pref er a deli bar service 
while 35 ( 13%) would prefer 
vices once a week, and 7 (2%), late to major ones on the unemployment scene. Keep guard up. 
.four times. 69 (26%) did not SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 7)-If efforts early in the week meet 
with success, continue in the same way. Otherwise, pull back. respond to this question. (Nov. 8-Nov. 21)-A family argument of long-standing may 
. The survey was conducted in the 
Burrill Ave. Building. Those 
A "comments" section was stand in the way of progress this week. Tryforpeaceablechange. 
also used in the survey. A total of SA GITT ARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 7) -Your word is as good as 
· your bond. Act accordingly and neither you nor others will lose. who participated included stu- using sandwi.ch machines. Stu- l 0 (3%) said they would prefer to (Dec. 8-Dec. 21}-Responsibilities recently incurred cause you dents in various classes held in dents If a cu It YI st a ff a Is o have a non-smoking area in the some self-doubt early on. By week's end, confidence is restored. the building, students using the expressed a desire for other lounge. Other comments were, CAPRICORN (Dec. :22~Jan. 6}-lt may behoove you to bring 
1 d f I I ff h ~ood/dn'nks to be avai'lable 1·n "Long ove"'due", "Wi'lli'ng to up questions of love and loyalty. This is a week that tests both. ounge an acu ty sta w ose 1• . £ (Jan. 7-Jan. 19)-To be unorthodox is not necessarily to be offices are located in the build- the lounge. help serve the food", and abnormal. Follow instincts to correct, but different, procedure. ing. A total of 266 people were 245 (92%) said that they would "Machines that are in better AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3)-Time and tide wait f~~ .. ~~ 
·1· d dd' · I shape. man-and this is the week that proves it. Procrastination cau~ · · surveyed and asked the ut1 ize the propose a it10na 
loss. (Feb. 4 .. Feb. 18)--Long overdue praise comes your way as a following; serv .~ic~e~s.~811(~3M~;o)~sa~i;d~th~a~t~t;h~e~y--T~h~e~re~s~u~lt;s~o;f~t~h;is~s~u;rv~e~y~wi~·u·4-~re~s~u~.lt~o'f j~Pc~~~~tj.~!ii~ila~~-~~~~~~~1~0,,"",v"''""····· , ii l n '**i»iP'k:fr~~J9od/ drinks ·~ 
would they like to see served at -dorm students, and would use Service and the Student Services 
Burrill Ave.? the services if their meal tickets offices of the College. 
TU linghast .. Me.nu 
are&ktnt . · · Lun9h 
.Dinner Assorted Cold Cereals · · · 
·Clam Cbpwder 
Fresh Fruit Clafa chowder . Fri.ed Fis)\ F Cheese Omelet Hot Pastromi on a Buikie Pepperoni Pizza Waffl~sw/syrup Tuna Noodle Casserole Onion Rings AssQrted Donuts Potato Puffs Green Beans & Sliced Carrots Toast/butter/jelly Mixed vegetables 
s 
Tilly will be closed a,fterJJinner on Friday,-March 14. The 
dining "hall will reopen for dinner next Sunday. 
This menu is continu.ed as of Monday,-March 23. 
M 
-Assorted Juices 





Sliced Pastrami on a Bun 




Chicken Nuggets w /Sauce 
Meatball Sub 
Onion. Rings 
Corn & Peas 
Assorted Donuts -~-:L-.-.;~;:..;;;.;.;.;...-----..___.-iiiiiiiiiaii ....... ~-------1 
. Assorted Cold Cereals 
Fresh .Fruit T Scrambled Eggs 
Pancakes w /Bacon 
Assorted Donuts 
Toast/b~tter/jelly 
Assorted Juices W Assorted Cold Cereals 
· · Fresh Fruit 
Cheese Omelet · 
Assorted Donuts 
Chicken Rice Soup 
Beef Stew 
Chicken Fillet on a Bun 
Sliced Carrots 
· Shoestring Potatoes 
Corn Chowder 
BBQ on a Bun 
Turkey Tetrazzini 
Potato Puffs 
<:;hicken Rice Soup 
Breaded Veal Steak w /Brown Sauce 
Spaghetti & Meatsauce 
Oven Brown· Potatoes 
Corn & Peas 
Corn Chowder 
Seafood Platter 
Y4lb Hamburgers w/Bacon 
French Fries 
Sq liash & Or~~ntal Blend Vegetables 
. Puzzle Answers 
Word Search Mystery· Photo 
This week's edition of the 
Mystery Photo is a close-up of 
the crossing lines of paint mark-
ing a space on one of the campus 
parking lots. 
Look for the Mystery Photo 




Introducing TeleFriend. It's the easiest way to meet new people. 
And ·you do it in your home with your telep'1one. Share your 
thoughts with others who share your interests. 24 hours a day. 
And only TeleFriend lets you change conversations. Or speak 
privately. Just dial O and ask your ~leFriend host to help you. 
Call anywhere in the 617 area code for only 20¢ for the first minute and 
10¢ for each additional minute. 
Call today and make ne\v friends at home. 
Assorted Juices Vegetable Soup 1 550 7000 Vegetable Soup Dutch Fry l4 Chicken 
· - -
Assorted Cold Cereals 
. rr. Pizza Meatloaf w /Gravy 
.1.eenagers Fresh Fruit Fish Square on a Bun Mashed Potatoes Scrambled Eggs w/Sausages 50 8000 (2auliflower Whole Green Beans . , 1-5 -Pancakes w/Syrilp s· .nrl over 18 Assorted ·oonuts Zuchini w/Tomato m6l':eS L~-~~~rAllW-~~~~~~~~111111111'.~~~~7:~~~:·" =~.·a;;;·.· ~1111181'.l;-•:jlllllrlaiim7'5iiiliii-..· ....... ~Iii!-~ J....------------~-....--------=-_:,""~ .. , ....... .:..,:~-o111 ' ·~ ;; ;;; :: :'.: :': :-; : . ; ; ;;: :;.;; :;, .::.. ;~' ? : . . • ~ ~ .... ·~ < ·: .~ .' ~· ~: ; ~ ~. ;;._ ;._'"' .:;_: ;; ;, : • 
.x 
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Sport£ 
Rugby is back at BSC 
team to be sanctioned by the school 
Rug.by team in a game last year 
By 
F. Scott Longo 
There will be lots of changes 
on the Rugby field this spring 
from last fall. First of all there 
will be rugby, the Bridgewater 
State College Rugby Football 
Visigoths will start their maiden 
year. 
The Visigoths in red and white 
will replace the old Killer Bees in 
black and yellow who were 
kicked off campus last semester 
for "liability reasons." The team 
joined an offipial rugby· union. 
The difference in playing in a 
union according to Tom Twist, a 
player o~ the team, "We "will 
have to play up to their stand-
ards. If we don't, they won't !Ct 
us continue to play other union 
teams." 
When asked what the word 
Visigoth meant, Brownie, a pop-
ular player explained, "It st.ands 
Spring training .in Florida 
Baseball, SQftball teams head south for Spring Break 
By 
Mike Storey 
Coach Glenn Tufts is eag~r to lege in between the daily double 
get to Tampa. "With the weather session workouts. 
conditions in New England we 're Coach Enabenter agrees with 
really restricted to we can do in a Coach Tufts the impor-
teams wi open their seasons lll 
the state of ' Florida as both 
teams leave on their annual trek 
south during the College's spring 
break recess. Both teams are. 
coming off excellent seasons in 
1986. 
The baseball team will be sta-
tioned at the University of 
Tampa for ten days where they 
hope to re-kindle the fire that 
made them the ECAC Cham-
pions and finish with a ·school 
record (24-8) .. BSC will be play-
ing seven games down south 
against opponents like Tennes-
see, Temple University, Colgate, 
Mars Hill College, Framingham 
State, and Fitchburg State. 
.can ·Jus .ea~ s 
baseball the whole time there. 
It's a great way to get both men-
tally and physically ready to play 
when we get back home." 
The women's softball team is 
hoping to defend their MAS-
CAC crown they won in 1986 
after a (27-7) record. The Lady 
Bears also played in the NCAA 
Division III Regional Tourna-
ment for the second time in three 
years. Coach DeDe Enabenter 
and the troops will call St. Aug-
ustine, Florida their home for 
the week. Bridgewater will be 
playing two double-headers dur-
ing . their stay against Stetson 
University and St. Mary's Col-
Intramural changes: 
Wint~r to Spring 
Winter intramural season There will be no rest for the 
winds down this week. Men's weary when Bridgewater State 
basketball, women's basketball returns from spring break. 
and coed indoor soccer all taking · Schedules are now available in 
place in the Kelly Gymnasium. the Kelly Gymnasium for street 
In men1s basketball the final hockey, softball (coed, men), 
four teams are the "Xpress" who and coed volleyball. 
are playing "Justice" and Street hockey will be a 13-
"ShoW°n" taking on "The Sys- team league that begins play on 
tern." The winners will be facing Thursday. March 26th and ruris 
each other on the main court every Tuesday and Thursday 
later thfs week. afternoon at the tennis courts 
Preceding the men's hoop behind the Campus Center. 
final is the cpampionship game 
for coed soccer. In this one will 
be the "Runnerups" against 
"Initiating Rotations." 
The women's basketball 
championship game was played 
earlier in the week with the 
"Fireballs" making easy work of 
the "Stewettes." . Congratula-
tions to the "Fireballs" on their 
undefeated season. 
The softball program will 
carry a 13-team men's league and 
and 8-team coed league into 
opening day which will be Wed-
nesday, March 25th at 3:30 pm. 
The coed volleyball program 
will start on. Thursday in the 
Kelly Gym. This is the first tome 
we \re off e;ed this program in the 
season. We get so much accomp-
lished during that one weekthat 
it really gives us a head start on a 
lot of teams th '.'l.t don't go south." 
Hopefully, 'Ooth teams will be 
rewarded for their efforts with a 
victory in the home openers 
. against Plymouth State College 




By .Jasper Tard 
The Bridgewater State Col-
lege Water Polo Club recently 
finalized its spring schedule and 
will host four games after break 
at the Kelly Pool. 
Last fall the club finished its 
. best season with a 12-3-0 over-all 
record, a ,first place finish in the 
New England Small College 
Water Polo Conference and a 
third place at the New England 
Championships. 
The club is hoping to continue 
its winning ways this spring, but 
it will need the. renewed support 
of faculty and students fLlike to 
achieve this goal. 
The schedule for this spring is 
as follows for those who w1sh to 
·support the Water Polo Club: 
March 24th Newport Polo 
Club at 7:30 p.m. 
March 26th Holy Cross Col-
lege at 7:00 p.m. 
March 31st Worcester Poly-
technic Institute 7:00 p.m. 
April 2nd Clark College at 
7:00 p_.m, "'' 
for a tribe of barbarians who 
overthrew the Roman Empire in 
the 4th century.'; The change of 
names is symbolic of the changes 
that have taken place in order for 
them to come onto campus. 
According to club President 
Gregg Pollucci, "We had to 
prove we were serious. O~er the 
winter we held a lecture with the 
coach of the USA ·Rugby team. 
We learned a lot." 
Next, some of the team sat 
down with President Indelicato, 
Athletic Director Bo Ruggerio 
and faculty advisor Tom Lee. 
They al~o had to talk to their 
alumni. Part of coming on cam-
pus is the fact that the alumni 
will no longer be allowed to play. 
"They understand," commented 
Polucci, "there. is a new town 
team they will be able to play 
for." The- results of these meet~ 
ings were that the team could 
come back on campus and "'lse 
the facilities. 
fom Devin, a hooker on the 
team, feels that, "being on cam-
. pus gives us a great sense of pride 
and unity with the school." Pol-
lucci has "notiped an increase of 
rookies this semester." He 
equated this with being on cam-
pus ·and the legitimacy that pro-
"d h 'JW,,._., v1 es to t e team. ' 
In return for using the facili-
ties, stated President Indelicato, 
"There will be no alcohol on the 
playing field and no liquor stores 
will be allowed to advertise in 
their flyers." The team expressed 
that they want to make this a 
positive step and would like the 
help of their fans by not bringing 
alcohol to the games. 
When asked how the team 
would do, Brownie replied, 
. "There are no winners in rugby, 
just survivors." 
(Photo by Brent F. Ros$/) 
Sharon Heraty 
F. Scott Longo 
This weekls profile is of 
Sharon Heraty, the co-
captain of the 1986-87 
women's gymnastics team. 
The team will be finishing up 
their season this weekend at 
the ECAC tournament at 
Albany, New York. ~baron 
will be competing on.beam 
and vaulting. 
Sharon is somewhat of a 
comeback player this sea-
son. During the third meet 
versus Connecticut College, 
Sharon got injured during 
her vaulting routine. Her 
injury was a minor shoulder 
dislocation. "I thought I was 
out for the season and I was· 
disappointed." But after two 
weeks of just .. cheerleading 
for the team," ·she was back 
in action. 
On her return to the m~t, 
Sharon scored an 8.15 on 
the vault. "I wanted to get 
back inaction but I was ner-
vous I would re-injure 
myself. So I was thrilled to 
do so wen.·· 
Sharon's teammates 
Teresa Spencer commented, 
.. After her. injury she per-
formed just as well despite 
the lay off; she's a great 
inspiration.,. 
The team did very well 
this year. Their record is 6-2 
and they placed 3rd .in the 
New England's Division Ill 
meet. Sarah Duggan, a 
teammate commented, 
"Sharon always has a smile 
and keeps us motivated. She 
has a lot to do with our 
success." 
Overall, Sharon got 4th in 
New England's in vaulting. 
Sharon •. along with Joy · 
Fessler, Theresa Therrian, 
Debbie MacDonald,. and 
Jeri Anderson will be travel-
ing to the ECAC tourna-
ment to compete individual-
ly. "Hopef\llly, the team will 
make it next year." 
Sharon is a junior and in 
the Management program. 
She graduated in 1984 from 
Braintree High where she 
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Classified Announcements Career Planning & Placement 
Update 
airfare. Financial Aid Rally 
HIRING TODAY! TOP 
PAY Work at home. No 
experience needed. Write 




HOTTEST NIGHT SPOT 
needs dependable cocktail 
servers and dependable 
GOOD SIZED doormen 
($6.00 per hour). Apply in 
person at El T orito (Middle-




/ background in early child-
hood needed for new 3 year 
olds' program for 6 week 
summer day camp. Send 
resume to Camp Director, 
South Shore Natural 
Science Center, P.O. Box 
429, Norwell, MA 02061. 
DAY CAMP COUNSE-1 
LORS: Experienced Natu-
ral History/Science 
Teachers with creativity in 
nature activities and crafts 
to work with children ages 4 
to grade 4-6. Send resume to 
Camp Director, South 
Shore Natural Science Cen-
ter, P.O. Box 429, Norwell, 
MA 02061. 
SA VE $50.00: $300 TWA 
Travel Voucher for sale for 
$250.00. Expires June 22, 
1987. Call after 5:30. 947-
-6565. 
A FEW SPARE HOURS?: 
Receive/ forward mail from 
home! Uncle Sam works 
hard-you pocket hundreds 
honestly! Details, S(fnd self-
addressed, stamped enve-
lope. BEDUYA, Box 17145, 
Tucson, AZ 85731. 
NEW ENGLAND BRO-
THER/SISTER CAMPS-
(Mass.) Mah-Kee-Nae for 
Boys/ Danbee for Girls 
counselor positions for Pro-
gram Specialists: All Team 
Sports, especially Baseball, 
Basketball, Soccer, plus 
Archery, Riflery and Biking. 
25 Tennis openings. Also 
Performing Arts, Gymnas-
tics, Rocketry, Ropes 
Course; All Waterfront 
Activities including Swim-
ming, Skiing, Small Craft; 
plus Overnight Camping, 
Computers, Woodcraft and 
more. Inquire: J&D Camp~ 
ing, 190 Linden Avenue, 
Glen Ridge, NJ 07028 (20 l) 
(B) 429-85221/(G) 328-2727. 
Workshops: March 9, 11:00-
12:00 noon, Walk-in resume 
workshop, CPP Office; March 
24, 4:00-5:00 p.m., Walk-in 
resume workshop, CPP Office. 
A videotape entitled '4The Com-
petitive Edge: Managing the 
Interview" on the interview pro-
cess will be shown on DIAL 
ACCESS during the week of 
March 30-April 3 (Mon-Thurs. 
8:00 am-11 :00 pm and Friday 
8:00 am-4:00 pm.) 
7. Books/ resources to help you 
in your summer employment· 
efforts: 
.. 1987 Summer Employment 
Directory of the USA 
..1987 Overseas Summer Job 
Directory 
.. Summer Jobs in Britain 1987 
.. Guide to Summer Camps 
.. Working Holidays 
.. Summer Internship Directory, 
1987 
.. It Pays to Go Abroad (Work 
Overseas)-CIEE Publication 
Upcoming Graduate/ Profes-
sional School Admissions Tests- A Great Place-BSC- On 
March 18, Wednesday, Rally 
and hearing for more financial 
aid for college students. Need 
school to get a job? Cannot 
afford school? Come support 
enough financial aid to eat and 
go to school! Rally at 9:30 am at 
the State House, Boston; hear-
ing at 10 am for the bill to 
increase financial aid. Call your 
representative_s and senators in 
support of house bill #1943. For 
more information, call Low-
Income Students for Survival--
547-0497. Co-sponsored by the 
State-wide Student Association 
-GRE (Graduate Record Exam), Tuesday, March 3, The Com-
A I b M ment wrote about the negati·ve of Mass. Come and make your pp y y arch 6. Test April 11. 
attitudes many students have on voice heard! New Items-can be picked up: 
DPRE-LA w HANDOUT (dis- our campus. The editorial was 
cusses what law schools expect entitled "What's Wrong: Us". 
in applicants and their under- This was a very strong piece of 
graduate experiences plus the writing that articulated the lack 
law school admissions process). of participation in many clubs, 
DNEW ENGLAND GRADU- student organizations, and the 
ATE SCHOOL GUIDES. A student government. The author 
limited number of these are said that excuses and selfishness 
available. They provide a brief are two of the reasons for the 
description of all graduate lack of positive feelings and con-
schools in the Northeast part of tributions to BSC. 
the US and which majors they It is true that most of the stu-
offer. dents don't get involved in activi-
D BUSINESS WEEK'S ties. Although many aren't 
CAREER GUIDE AND SPE- . involved, there are several rea-
CIAL "HOW TO GET A JOB" sons not to lose enthusiam for 
ISSUE; Bridgewater State College. 
Summer Items (Information BSC is an excellent college! 
and applications are available in There are many educational pro-
i'How to Eaf to Win"--A lecture 
on sports nutrition and pre-
game competition diet will be 
given by Nancy Clark, a regis-
tered dietician with additional 
training in exercise physiology. 
Currently, she is the sports nut~i­
tionist for Sports Medicine 
Resource,Inc., in Brookline, 
MA. She is also the author of the 
book entitled The Athlete's Kit-
chen. The lecture will be given on 
March 30, 1987 at 7:00 p.m. in 
the library lecture hall. Admis-
sion will be one dollar. The lec-
ture is being sponsored by the 
Bridgewater State College 
Athletic Training Club. 
CAPE COD Summer ren- the CPP Office) grams and extracurricular activ-CRUISE SHIP JOBS· ~al. Duplex on Seaview I. Federal Summer Jobs--in ities here. When students leave Counseling in "Dealing wit~ Domestic & Overseas ·Now Ave., So. Yarmouth. 1/4 New England and nationally. BSC there are many excellent· Parentsn Hiring: Kitchen Help, Deck mile off rte. 28 and 3/ 4 mile For all majors. Deadline for opportunities for their future. "Dealing with Parents" .willbe Hands, Maids, and Gift from the beach. Close to most agencies: March 15 or We are here to learn! the subject of a group which will "··~ .. "'" ,.~.~SMh~oi~Ws~,~~1~~,,-~-IMO~~~c~l~~~s~a;n;d~·~~;a;c;hieiL~Iidi~il~~~A~~;n~l~~~l,5.~A~s~k~f~o~r~A~.an~n~o~u~n~~~-~~~~~do~bBSC~~h~~~d~~~~~ ~ 111 ------· ,..... ··~~~a '1MMl•ftl~~e1 X@!~ffft!Y. 1 M!~illf!ftPl!ffff!~fift1!1 U'il~""'"'-'"""' ... ~ --- '-'.P,rUlLUllJl!c;:;.:>. U 
g you're interested and need dents. Each side has two 2. Massachusetts Senate for good education, and fun. on Tuesday evening March 24th more information, ca11 (206) bedrooms (sleeps four), bath Summer Internship. 8-week pro- Coming on April 22, I 987. What at 7: 15 at the Counselin~g~_£~~~.-..... 736-2972, Ext. c 169. and kitchen/living room. gram, 6-15-8-7. Pay $220/week. a difference a day makes!! in the Grove Street·'~' m mg. Summer season is Memorial Forty positions available. Apply Watch for further details,. we Many individuals struggle in Day to Labor Day. All utili- by April. 3. promise you a kick of a time. relationships with their parents, V ACANCY.;...off campus for 
fall semester,. double room 
for. females.. Separate 
entrante, kitchen, bath, sit-
ting area, walking distance, .. 
on campus busline, parking. 
697-7157. 
ties except pP,pne includ~d. 3. GTE Industrial Undergradu- PEACE CORPS and it's the goal of this group to Rental $38il0.oo per side. ate Rese~rch Participation Pro- URGENTLY NEEDS SPE..; provide a chance to discuss these Fot info con:tactAl Willi:..· jects. Applyby March 16. For CIAL EDUCATION/REHA- relationships which are so ams office Jl8 Kelly Gym. Math, Physics, Computer BILITATION VOLUNTEERS important to our development 
SUMMER JOBS! CAMP 
SEQUOIA New York Cats-
kills. 56 years of Excellence. 
Positions available in many 
activity areas. For applica-
tions· and informa'tion: 
Write BSC-SEQUOIA, 
Box 1045, Woodstock, NV, 
12498; Call 914-679~5291. 
Concert Ensemble 
Musicians needed for Concert 
Ensemble ·on ·Tuesday after· 
noons at 3:00 pm. All instru· 
ments are needed. For more 
~ .. :;; -· information contact Prof. Gan· 
non in Library 333. 
Spring Ball 
The Spring "Candlelight" Ball 
will be held on May 6, 1987 at the 
Park Plaza Hotei in Boston. 
Watch the· paper for more 
details. It is co-sponsored by the 
Classes of '88 and '89. 
FOR SALE - Smith-
Corona manual typewriter. 
$30. Call Donna at 697-
7167. Leave your name and 
number if I'm not at· home. 
1975 SAAB/MODEL 99-
Very reliable. New exhaust. 
New brake ·calipers. Body 
rusty. $500 or best offer. 
Call 697-7021. . 
sailles, Chartres. and other sites. 
Nine days in Paris includes Bas.;. 
tille Day. Approx,. $2,200 
including tuition fees, travel and 
hotels. April 6 deadline for regis-
tr~tiOn. Contact Dr. Roger 
Dunn, Art Department,. Bridge-
'Yater State ·College, Bridge-
water, MA 02324; telephone: 
(617) 697-1359. 
Kilauea,· Hawaii-Dr. Richard . 
Enright of the Earth Science and 
Geography Department wtll give · 
a lecture on the volcanic erup-
tio~ of Kilauea, on Wednesday, 
Art History Study , rour in March 25th at 7:30 p.m. in -~~ France- June 28 thru July 18, Room 30.4 of the Conant Science 
1987. Earn 3-6 undergraduate or Bldg. Video footage of the vol-
graduate credits, or audit. Three canic eruption will be shown. 
week tour of Nice,. Arles, Avig- · Refreshments will be served at 
non, Nimes, Carcassone~ Loire 7:00 p.m. in Room 304. All are 
, Valley,. Mont· St. Michel, Hon~ .. w~.lcQ.me to attend this free 
fleur, Rouen, Giverny, Ver- le<;tu,re. 1: · 
••• .-;, • ~ - . 1 • 
Science, Chemistry, Psychology Partners of the Americas, a and functioning. Please call the 
Majors between Junior and private non-profit ·organzation Counseling Center if you have Senior years. A IO-week pro- providing technical assistance in any questions. ,(697-1331). , 
gram at GTE Labs in Waltham, 28 countries of Latin Atnerica In dates 3-5-87, 3-12-87 An MA held June 8-August 14. Pay and the Caribbean, is working excellent free pamphlet on the $180/we~k plU;s room and closely with the Peace Corps to value of Liberal Arts Education: board. recruit qualified .special educa- Education: For Employment .or 
4. FOR ADVANCE NOTICE: tors for assignments throughout for Life·by Richard J. Franke is Summer Job Fair April 15. The the developing world. Expe- available by writing to: Com-CPP and SERS Office will be rienced individuals who have munications John Nuveen & 
holding a summer job fair from worked as speech therapists, spe-,. Company., Inc. 333 West 10 am to 3 pm in the Campus cial educators, occupational Wacker Drive Chicago~ ·1160606 Center Ballroo,m. We ex.pect 45-. therapists, physical therapists or In dates 3-5-87, 3-12-87, 4-2-87 50 employers (mostly from the. mobility and orientation train- ION VOLUNTEERS 
private sector) to be herey A list ers, are in high demand in host Partners of the ·Americas, a 
of attending organimtio'hs will countries where there are few private non-profit organzation be· available in both offices sev- resources to meet the needs of prc;>Viding technical assistance in 
eral days before the event. disabled persons. For additional 28 countries of Latin America 5. Summer Yankee IJ.1,tern Pro- information, applications or and the Caribbean, is working 
gram of NationalTru,st for His- questions please contact Kathe- closely with the Peace Corps to 
toric Preservation. 12-week rine Davis, Assistant Director, recruit qualified special educa-
program. $2500 stipend~ Appli- PA TH Americas Pro gram, . tors for assignmen~s thro~ghout 
.cation deadline March 15. Forty Partners of the Americas, I424K the· developing world. Expe-positions available-of special St. ·N.W. Washington, D.C. rienced individuals who have interest to students with interest 20005 or call (202) 628-3300. worked as speech therapists, spe-in historic preservation. All cial educators, occupational 
majors consid.ered '87-88 aca- Announcing A New ~OW therapists, 'physical therapists or 
demic year application deadline Chapter-A new chapter of the mobility and orientation. train-April.15. National Organization for ers, are in ·high demand in host. 6. Student Pugwash Interna- Women is forming in the Mid- countries where there are few 
tional -Conference-''Choices dleborough area. Our purpose is resources to meet the needs of from Our Generation: Ethics to strive for equality in educa- disabled persons. For additional 
and Values at the Cutting Edge tion, the- workplace, the home, information, applications or 
ofTechnology"at Stanford Uni- and the legislative process. We questions please contact Kathe~ 
versity; Palo Alto, CA June 28- are recruiting men and women rine Davis, Assistant Director, 
Jury 4. Application deadline who are both interested in active PA TH Americas .Program, 
March 20. One h~ndred students participation and/ or financial Partners of the Americas, 1424 IC 
will be chosen. Room and board backing. For further details,.call S\. N.W. Washington, D.c. 
.i>rovi4ed. You must·.p~y.· .for. ~SS4 after 3:00 p.m. 20005 or call (202)628 .. J~QO. :/ 
